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Philos in [1] considers the difference equation 
m 
~.+~ - x,, + po(n)z .  + Y]~pk('~)~.-., = o, 
k----1 
with nonnegative T-periodic coefficients and constant delays, and obtains necessary as well as 
sufficient conditions for all solutions to oscillate in terms of the characteristic equation 
~T_ I-[ 1--p0(.)-- p~(~)~-~ = 0. 
n~O k~l  
In this note, we will consider a more general nonlinear equation 
w~ 
(ax~+l + bxn) r - (cxn) r + p0(n)x~ + ~pk(n)xr_ak  = O, 
k----1 
n = 0,1,2,..., (1) 
where a > 0, b,c E R, and r >_ 1. The  coefficient sequences {p0(n)},..., {pro(n)} are nontrivial 
and nonnegative with a common positive integral period T. We will further assume that the 
delays al,..., am satisfy the following condition: 
al  = k iT  < a2 = k2T  < . . .  < am = kmT,  
where k l , . . . ,  km are positive integers. We will derive an oscillation criterion for this equation 
which extends that of Philos [1] when T is odd. 
We first settle a few definitions. By a solution of (1), we mean a sequence {xn} which sat- 
isfies (1). A solution is said to be oscillatory if it is neither eventually positive nor eventually 
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negative. We will adopt the convention that an empty product is taken to be one. For the sake 
of convenience, we will also set ~o -- 0. 
We first note that the following result holds. Suppose r > 1 and a > c - b > 0. Suppose 
further that either r is a positive odd integer or b _> 0. If {xn} is an eventually positive sequence 
such that 
(awn+l -}- bxn) r - (CXn) r <_ 0 (2) 
for all large n, then 
and 
c -b  
Zn+l < xn <_ xn (3) a 
0 < i < m (4) 
Yr~ 
~-'~pk(n)AJ ah < c ~" _ b y, 
k----O 
then equation (1) has an eventua//y positive solution. 
PROOF. 
Note that 
with (i). Note that for F(A) to be well defined, it is sufficient to assume that r is an odd integer. 
Note further that 
lira F (A)={+c° '  T isodd,  
x-,o+ _ -co ,  T is even. (6) 
THEOREM. Suppose that T is an odd integer which is greater than 1, a >_ c - b > 0 and r 
is a positive odd integer. I f  (1) has an eventually positive solution, then F(A) has a root A in 
(0, (c - b)/a]. Conversely, ff F(A) has a root A. in (0, (e - b)/a) such that 
0 < n < T -  I, (7) 
It will be convenient to define a0 = ko = 0. For -co < A < oo, let us define 
H(A,n)  = 1 m 
- c ~-  pk(n)A -rah -b  , n=0,1 , . . . ,T -1 .  
[aH(A,n) + b]r - c r + Epk(n)A  - ra '  --- 0, 
k----0 
T -1  
= _ l - I  0 = o, 
i----O 
(8) 
(9) 
lowing characteristic equation: 
~=o pk(n)A-rah - b = 0 
for all large n. 
Indeed, from (2), we have 
~n+l  -~- b~'n < CX'n~ 
which implies (3) as required. Furthermore, 
z .  < z . -1  < z . -2  <""  , (5) a 
and hence, (4) holds for all large n. 
Next, motivated by the characteristic equation introduced by Philos [1], we associate the foI- 
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and for j = 0, 1 , . . . ,m,  
i----n-- o'j i=r~-- O'j 
i=0 k=O 
L i=o k =o 
We remark that in (10), we have used the fact that aj = k i t  for j = O, 1,. . .  ,m. 
Now assume that F(A) has a root A, in (0, (c - b)/a) such that (7) holds, then 
FT-1 ] k# 
(10) 
H(A, , i )>0,  0<i<T-1 .  (11) 
Thus from (9) and (10), we see that 
Let 
H H(~.,~) = n(~. , i )  
i=n-  a~ L i=O 
(,~.~)k, ~, = =A,  , O<_j<_m.  
Thus, for n >__ 1, 
?7% 
(axn+l  + bxn) r - (cxn) r + Epk(n)xr~_a h = (aH(A , ,n )  + b) ~" x~ - crx~ + EPk(n)A , '~=kx~ 
k=0 
that is, {xn} is a positive solution of (1). 
k--O 
= aH(A , ,n )+b)~' -c '+  pk(n)A2  ~''k x n 
k=0 
Next, Let {x.} be an eventually positive solution of equation (1). Suppose to the contrary that 
F(A) does not have any roots in (0, (c - b)/a).  Denoting (c - b)/a  by/~0, we then see from (3) 
- " ra~ I" and (4) that xn+l  < ~oX,  and x ~" > j3 o x n for 0 < j < m and for all large n. Thus, 
which implies 
m 
o = (a : .+ l  + b:.)  ~ - ( cz .y  + )--~Pk(n):~-.k 
k=l  
m 
>_ (az,~+~ + bx,)" - (cx,)" + 2...,Pk~ /~'o , .  
- c r - pk(n) f lo  r~'h - b xn = H( j3o ,n)xn.  
a = 
(12) 
n-1  
~-  = I I  H(~.,  i), n >_ 1. 
i=0 
Note that x ,  > 0 in view of (11). Furthermore, for any j E {0, 1 , . . . ,  m}, we have 
n-a j - I  n- I  
:,,-~ II H(;~..i)= 11,=o._i H(.~.,i) = = ..,kTa~Xn 
,=o 1-I~=.-~ H(~. ,  i) 
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Consequently, 
x,+l <_ H(3o, n)x,, <_ H(3o, n)H(3o, n -  1)x,_l _<... _< 
n 
H H(3o, i)xn-a#+l, 
which implies 
and 
x .  < 
.--1 
YI 
X. \i~._a i .= \ i~-O 
for all large n. Let us set 
T-l  )) lIT 
31=(~=oH(3°'i 
Since xn+l and x,, are positive, we see from (12) that H(3o, n) > 0 for all large n, which implies 
31 > 0. In view of (6), (9), and our assumption that F(A) has no roots in (0,30], we see that 
T- I  
F(Zo) = Zo T - N H(3o, ) > o, 
i-----0 
which implies 31 < 30. Furthermore, since 
k=0 
(az.+l + bxk)" - (cz.) T + Z..Pkt Jr1 .. 
k=O 
we see that 
x.+l <//(31, n)x., 
and hence, by means of the same reasoning just presented, 
Xn-a, ~ H(31, i)] xn 
( \i=O 
for all large n. By induction, we may now show that if we let 
T-1 )) 1/T 
3t+l=(~=oH(3', i  t = 1,2, . . . ,  
then 
for all large n, and 
x.+1 < H(3,, n)z., t -- 2, 3, . . .  
0 <3~ <3~-~ <. . .  < ~,  i=2, . . . .  
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Let ~. = limi-.oo ~i. Since ~. = H(~. ,  n), we see that  
T-1 
F(~, )= ~T, _ H H(~, , i )=0.  
i--.o 
But this is contrary to our assumption that  F(A) has no roots in (0, f~o]. The proof  is compLete. 
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